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a b s t r a c t

Hydrogen storage in liquid state is considered key feature to its efficient volumetric density

for transportation applications. However, there are several hazards associated with

handling liquid hydrogen, e.g. fire, explosion, asphyxiation in indoor accidents, and

frostbites due to exposure in extremely low temperatures. Predictive capabilities of liquid

hydrogen dispersion are essential for developing emergency response plans and facilitate

the understanding of the physical problem. In the present study, the Computational Fluid

Dynamics (CFD) methodology is employed to simulate the dispersion of liquid hydrogen

based on experiment conducted by the Health Safety Laboratory (HSL), in order to inves-

tigate several factors that greatly influence dispersion modeling. The flashed vapour

fraction at the pipe exit is estimated assuming isenthalpic expansion combined with the

NIST equation of state. Modeling the condensation of ambient humidity and air compo-

nents (nitrogen and oxygen) and imposing transient wind profile are the main issues

addressed by the present study. The Homogeneous Equilibrium Model (HEM model) is

compared against the Non-Homogeneous Equilibrium Model (NHEM model) to account for

slip effects of the non-vapour phase. To estimate the slip velocity in the NHEM model a

methodology (momentum slip model) is employed, which solves along with the conser-

vation equations for the mixture the momentum conservation equation of the non-vapour

phase. Comparison of the momentum slip model with the algebraic slip model shows that

the latter overestimates the slip velocity for large particles and thus its use needs special

attention. Overall satisfactory agreement was found with the experimental data when all

the above parameters were modelled.

© 2017 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Hydrogen attracts the international research community as

an alternative energy carrier due to its high energy density.

Yet safety concerns arise to a potential accidental leak, since

hydrogen is a highly flammable gas. Its low volumetric density

impelled the industrial community to develop storage sys-

tems with extreme operating conditions, such as high pres-

sure. Similar to natural gas offshore transport technology,
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hydrogen can also be stored in liquid state to increase its

volumetric density. Its liquefaction occurs commonly under

extremely low temperature (~21 K) and low pressure

(~1e2 barg). In the future it is expected that liquid hydrogen

(LH2) will gain ground onmaritime industry and it will be used

as fuel in ships and ferry boats [1]. Considering all the above

the identification of the key factors that influence LH2

dispersion is essential, in order to be able to define safety

zones, design mitigation measures and establish regulations,

codes and standards.

During an accidental LH2 leak the main relevant physical

phenomena are:

1) Flash evaporation at the source. An amount of the satu-

rated liquid hydrogen vaporizes instantaneously at the

orifice due to pressure reduction (from storage to atmo-

spheric pressure). Under certain conditions flash may

occur inside the pipe.

2) Partial or full vaporization of liquid hydrogen due to heat-

ing from ambient atmosphere.

3) Cryogenic boiling pool formation on ground if previous

vaporization step is partial. The pool absorbs heat by its

surroundings and especially by the ground and vaporizes.

At the early stage film boiling occurs. Prolong contact

period leads to freezing of the solid ground and other

boiling regimes might occur.

4) Air components (nitrogen, oxygen) and ambient humidity

condense and freeze due to the extremely low prevailing

temperatures.

These phenomena result in multiphase flow. Air and

vapour hydrogen are mixed with liquid and solid particles.

The particles can have significant impact on mixture proper-

ties and flow features, such as turbulence. During air and

humidity phase change two conflicting effects take place: a)

positive buoyancy effect due to heat liberation and b) increase

of mixture density due to the formation of liquid and solid

phase and enhancement of the cloud's dense behavior

(negative buoyancy effect). Study should be performed to

define which phenomenon is the most dominant.

In the past, few large scale experiments involving LH2

dispersion have been conducted with all of them located out-

doors exposed to naturally varyingwind, in order to investigate

the formation and dispersion of the flammable cloud. The first

experimental series was performed by NASA [2] more than

thirty years ago. It involved ground LH2 spills of up to 5.7 m3

with spill duration of about 35 s in confined area. Later on, BAM

[3] conducted LH2 spill experiments adjacent to buildings with

spill duration of about 1 min and spill rate 0.8 kg/s, in order to

simulate an accidental leak in residential area. More recent

experiments were carried out by Health and Safety Laboratory

(HSL) in open unobstructed environment [4]. Vertical and

horizontal spills were examined with spill conditions typical

for a tanker hose failure during offloading (high spill duration

over 4 min and low spill rate about 0.07 kg/s).

In most previous studies related to CFD modeling of LH2

spill, complex phenomena such as humidity condensation/

freezing and air components freezing were not taken into

account [5e8]. Lately, Giannissi et al. [9] investigated the hu-

midity effect in LH2 dispersion simulating the HSL tests (test

5,6,7). They showed that the positive buoyancy of humidity

condensation/freezing effect dominates over the increase of

mixture density. The effect was more apparent in test 7,

where liquid hydrogen was released horizontally 860 mm

above ground. In the same study a non-homogeneous equi-

libriummodel was used. For the slip velocity the algebraic slip

model was applied and for the particles' size the Marshall-

Palmer distribution was assumed. It was shown that slip ef-

fects enhanced the buoyancy effect, because the heavy par-

ticles fell to the ground faster leaving a lighter vapourmixture.

Ichard et al. [10] examined the air components condensa-

tion effect using the HEM model by simulating HSL test 6 and

test 7. Evaporation was taken into account by ensuring ther-

modynamic equilibrium in each computational cell. They

assume that thermodynamic equilibrium is reachedwhen the

partial pressure of each component in the vapour phase

equals its saturation pressure at the mixture temperature.

Solidification seems to be neglected. The predictions showed

Nomenclature

xi Cartesian i co-ordinate (m)

d molecular diffusivity (m2/s)

ui i component of velocity (m/s)

P pressure (Pa)

gi gravity acceleration in the i-direction (m/s2)

qk mass fraction of k component (dimensionless)

t time (s)

FD drag force (N/m3)

h Enthalpy (J/kg)

Sct turbulent Schmidt number (dimensionless)

Rep particle Reynolds number (dimensionless)

D particle's diameter

S source term

fdrag drag function (dimensionless)

xi liquid molar/volume fraction in liquid mixture

yi vapour molar/volume fraction in vapour

mixture

z total volume fraction

cD drag coefficient (dimensionless)

Greek

a volume fraction (dimensionless)

b total (for all mixture components) vapour

volume fraction

ε turbulent energy dissipation rate (m2/s3)

m;mt laminar and turbulent viscosity (kg/m.s)

r mixture density

tij shear tensor

l; lt laminar and turbulent thermal conductivity

(W/m.K)

Subscripts

a air (or most abundant component)

nv non-vapour

v vapour

[ liquid

s solid

sl slip
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